Recent studies provide evidence that bacterial chromosomes are replicated by an enzyme factory, the replisome, located at a fixed position at the center of the cell; the fixed replisome could be a major factor in determining chromosome order in the cell, and may provide the force that drives chromosome segregation. Address Chromosome segregation in eukaryotic cells is a welldefined process which occurs on a complex apparatus, termed the spindle, which consists of microtubules and other proteins arranged in a bipolar array. The assembly and maintenance of the spindle, and the movement of associated chromosomes, are energy-requiring processes accomplished by a family of microtubule-associated motor proteins. Until recently, relatively little was known about the corresponding process in prokaryotic cells. Bacterial cells lack microtubules, and in general appear devoid of any obvious internal architecture that could provide the basis for polarized movement of chromosomes. In fact, the cytoplasmic compartment of the bacterial cell, where the chromosome resides, is often thought of as a disorganized "bag of macromolecules and metabolites". How, then, are chromosomes accurately segregated from one another in such an environment? In the original replicon hypothesis [1], it was proposed that chromosome segregation occurs by a passive mechanism, in which replicating sister chromosomes are attached to the cell membrane and are slowly moved apart by growth of the membrane between the two attachment sites. Although there have been many observations of DNA-membrane associations, it is unclear how these associations relate to chromosome segregation. As membrane growth is nonzonal [2], it seems unlikely that the membrane is involved in determining segregational polarity.
How, then, are chromosomes accurately segregated from one another in such an environment? In the original replicon hypothesis [1] , it was proposed that chromosome segregation occurs by a passive mechanism, in which replicating sister chromosomes are attached to the cell membrane and are slowly moved apart by growth of the membrane between the two attachment sites. Although there have been many observations of DNA-membrane associations, it is unclear how these associations relate to chromosome segregation. As membrane growth is nonzonal [2] , it seems unlikely that the membrane is involved in determining segregational polarity.
Understanding the process of chromosome segregation in eukaryotic cells has been greatly facilitated by the ability to visualize the process by cytological methods. Over the past few years, such methods have been successfully applied to bacteria, providing new information on structure and function. The recent use of various types of fluorescent probes in the analysis of chromosome structure, replication and segregation has uncovered some surprising features, which provide a new view of chromosome behaviour in a prokaryotic cell.
Despite the small size of a typical bacterial cell -one to a few microns in length -it has been possible to localize proteins and specific chromosomal regions to specific sites within such cells by probing with either fluorescentlylabeled antibodies or oligonucleotides, respectively. The ability to make fusion proteins involving green fluorescent protein (GFP) has proved particularly informative. One such fusion protein has been constructed in which GFP is linked to the Lac repressor (LacI); with a cassette containing multiple lac operator sites inserted into different chromosomal loci, imaging the GFP-LacI fusion protein reveals where such loci reside within a cell. This approach has made it possible to visualise where specific chromosomal regions are localized within living cells, and to measure the rate at which such regions move apart following their duplication. The recent application of this approach to bacterial cells [3] [4] [5] has shown that the origin of prokaryotic DNA replication does have a definite preferential location, near the cell poles ( Figure 1a) . The results suggest that a directionality is established that assists in the segregation of chromosomes. Furthermore, the rate of separation of sister origins was seen to be significantly higher than the rate of cell growth, indicating that -as in eukaryotic cells -this is an active, rather than a passive, process.
In an elegant series of studies with the gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis that were published recently in Current Biology, Teleman et al. [6] used a combination of fluorescently-labeled antibodies and the GFP-LacI fusion protein to determine whether chromosomal loci have a specific overall organization within the cell, or whether it is simply the replication origin that is preferentially placed at the cell poles. The question was addressed by using fluorescently-labeled antibodies against Spo0J, a protein known to bind regions surrounding the origin, in cells that also contained GFP-LacI targeted to one of three separate chromosomal loci.
The remarkable observation made by Teleman et al. [6] was that the regions of the chromosome are laid out according to the order of replication. That is, the origin resides near the end of the cell, the terminus of replication is located a maximal distance away from it along the linear axis (Figure 1b) , and intermediate regions are generally found between the two ends of the chromosome (Figure 1c ). This observation suggests strongly that there is indeed an overall arrangement of the chromosome within the bacterial cell. The question that arises from these observations is: what is responsible for this observed organization?
In eukaryotes, a number of proteins are known to play an important role in overall chromosome structure, converting simple, diffuse DNA into a highly condensed DNA-protein, or chromatin, complex. These include topoisomerases, which alter DNA supercoiling, histones, which wrap DNA into compact nucleosome structures (both reviewed in [7] ), and the 'structural maintenance of chromosomes' or SMC proteins, which exploit the energy of GTP/ATP hydrolysis to establish DNA condensation. Bacterial homologues of the SMC proteins have been identified, and are encoded by essential genes [8, 9] . Mutation or deletion of any genes coding for these SMC homologues results in diffuse chromosomes and large numbers of cells containing no DNA, indicative of missegregation. These proteins are therefore crucial for establishing the condensed form of the chromosome.
A protein that may play a more direct role in the orientation of the chromosome is Spo0J, analogues of which are produced in many bacterial species. Lin et al. [10] recently demonstrated that Spo0J binds to multiple sites within a 200 kilobase region flanking the origin. It is possible that these multiple sites form an equivalent of a eukaryotic centromere, which Spo0J might use to assist in positioning the origin near a cell pole. That Spo0J is an important component of the segregation machinery is suggested by the observation that deletion of the Spo0J gene in a cell that also carries a mutation of an SMC homologue more than doubles the frequency of chromosomal mis-segregation [9] . Spo0J may facilitate or maintain the precise positioning of an origin once it reaches a cell pole. Spo0J analogues play a role in segregation of plasmids P1 and F of Escherichia coli, by binding to centromere-like sites on the plasmid DNAs [11] .
A key factor in the arrangement of the chromosome within a bacterial cell may be the process of DNA replication itself, which is accomplished by a multi-protein machine known as the replisome. It has commonly been believed that the replisome moves along the DNA. Recent observations [12] on B. subtilis, however, have led to the striking conclusion that the replisome is located at a fixed position, at or near the cell center (Figure 1d ), where it acts as a 'replication factory' through which the DNA passes at a rate of 1000 nucleotides per second. If suitably oriented, such replisome complexes could be major determinants of proper sister-chromosome separation, behaving as fixed motors that extrude newly-replicated DNA by an energydriven process.
On the basis of all these observations, a plausible model for chromosome organization in a bacterial cell can be envisaged (Figure 2 ). In this model, once the origin has been duplicated, the two daughter origins move to, and become established at, opposite poles of the cell, assisted by proteins such as Spo0J. Successive regions of newly replicated DNA would follow, driven by the fixed polymerase, producing the ordered array observed by Teleman et al. [6] . Termination of replication would localize the terminus at or near the site of cell division, at a point in the cell most distal from the origin.
If DNA polymerization provides the main driving force for DNA movement, then newly replicated DNA, if extended, should be able to move from one end of the cell to the other in just 10 seconds. However, the maximal rate of separation of sister origins, as measured by time-lapse analysis of GFP-LacI-tagged DNA, was 0.17-0.37 microns per minute, 50-times slower than the DNA polymerization rate [13] . This discrepancy in rate is most likely the result of DNA condensing as it emerges from the polymerase, effectively slowing the movement of any given point along the chromosome.
The new results reviewed above make a strong case that chromosomes are compartmentalized within bacterial cells. The cell poles have specific affinity for replication origins, while the cell center is the site where the replisome is [4] . (b) Localization of the terminus of replication (green), relative to Spo0J at the cell poles (orange), in B. subtilis [6] . (c) Same as in (b) except that the GFP-LacI-tagged region (green) is midway between the Spo0J-tagged origin (orange) and the terminus of replication [6] . positioned. Other factors are known to be specifically localized at these sites. It is of interest that the low copy plasmids P1 and F are localized at the cell center in E. coli (Figure 1e) [4, 14] , perhaps to facilitate access to the replisome, although a central position for the replisome has not yet been demonstrated in this species. It is worth noting that nothing is yet known about the forces or components that hold the replisome at the cell center, though its interaction with DNA is clearly important for stability, as it disassembles in the absence of DNA replication. One of the challenges for the future is to define the architectural elements in the cell that allow proper placement within a cell of components such as the replisome.
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Figure 2
A model for chromosome duplication and segregation during the bacterial cell cycle. (1) In a new-born cell, the unreplicated chromosome is oriented with its origin (red) at one pole and terminus (green) at the other. (2) To initiate replication, the origin moves to the cell center to engage the replisome (dark blue circle) and initiate replication. 
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